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[MPIA_15459_2068_Police_notes_Yaser.pdf Handwriting of Detective Ritz]
Yaser Ali
1145 hrs
Saad Chaudry, Jay Wilds, Jay Wild's girlfriend, Debbie
Raas Rage
Having a great time, Prom King, Excited, He liked her lot,
Towards the End Parent Found. *found out thru Saad Chaudry
Caller ID @ Home
Defendant would have to use Pager [number redacted] Discount City
Cell Phone [number redacted] beginning January
Defendant would pay yearly
Defendant called W. First day he got it [illegible] I got [illegible] C.D.
He and Bilal went around looking, Defendant was a minor, 2-3 weeks
1- Other [illegible] Brother was around time [illegible] Parents cam to homecoming Defendant said.
[end of page]
Met Jay through Ahmed Sayyed
Both graduated together
Jay's girlfriend Stephanie good friends of Adnan
Both @ Party
Mac is one of Adnan's good friends
Any intox. to body is not allowed
Tanveer, Defendant's older brother, NTB = Nat Tire Battery
Student at [university], pretty straight kid.
A lot of people in mosque found out, Emon [Imam?] - Sheik, 200-300 People in attendance
General Message about relationship
Before Holy month around first break-up
Sometime before homecoming
W went to first Bail Hearing, 75-100 people attended
W. started going to Mosque
Emom [Imam?] - wife told the Defendant's mom of relationship.
Invest Drew Davis - spoke w/ him
[Contents are a partial match for more extensive typed interview notes of
MPIA_15459_963_19990408_Yaser_Interview.pdf dated
That is same day as Yaser was witness to Grand Jury, (per summons, MPIA 463, progress report
MPIA 101. Did Det. Ritz watch the GJ and these are his notes, or did Yaser gave a separate police
interview on the same day.

